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This book is dedicated to the many amazing
business professionals I have come to know over
the past two decades actively networking in
Michigan.
It’s also dedicated to past, present and future
Michigan Caerusnet referral team Facilitators
and Members alike. The positive impact you
have had on my life continues to inspire me to
keep this dream alive!
Special thanks to Dan Harris
(www.dangharrisdesign.com) for the original cover
art and to all those who kindly provided me with
invaluable editing insights and ideas on how to
improve this short story.
Stay connected,

Steven Zyskowski
Michigan Facilitator &
President of Caerusnet Worldwide, LLC.
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Introduction
I was introduced to the exciting world of small
business referral networking almost two decades
ago by a friend when I was a mortgage broker in
Brighton, MI. He was a financial advisor. He and
several other local professionals had agreed to ban
together to start a local chapter of an extremely well
known, highly touted international referral passing
organization.
Before he told me about the concept of local referral
passing chapters, like most people, I had never
heard of the concept. I went to visit the upstart team
and learned more about what they wanted to
accomplish and decided to join. I figured it would
connect me deeper into the community and would
likely result in referrals. And it did. I passed and
received more referrals than anyone I knew when I
was Member. I fell in love with the concept of
referring and became amazingly successful at it.
However, this great chapter imploded years later
due to Member shenanigans and today, it doesn’t
even exist. Without wanting to bring up “dirty
laundry” I will just say my experience in that
organization was a series of ultimate highs and
ultimate lows.
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Like many others in my industry, I decided to close
my mortgage company during the financial collapse
of 2007-2008. This gave me an opportunity to have
the “check-up from the neck-up” about what I
wanted to do with my life, while also going through
a divorce and other difficult issues. Soul searching
was an everyday event in my life then.
What I discovered was that I loved networking and
had other ideas about how groups could run much
more smoothly than what I had experienced. I
partnered with several other business owners in
Livingston County and started a cool networking
organization called “NetShui” (yes, like Feng Shui).
NetShui piloted the concept of a Meeting
Coordinator (MC) who was the focal point of the
group. Members loved that they didn’t have to run
the meetings and enjoyed having a professional
guide. However, the other business owners and I
couldn’t get on the same page with exactly how
NetShui should serve its Members from the referral
standpoint, so I relinquished my shares in the
organization to the other principals so they could
run it to their liking. I knew I still had a passion to
be a professional networker but hadn’t yet been able
to formulate a product that could service today’s
professionals in a way that made business sense to
me and them. So, I went another direction.
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I had a life changing opportunity to learn from a
master of business processes and people
management, Gino Wickman, of Entrepreneurial
Operating System (EOS) Worldwide in Livonia, MI
(www.eosworldwide.com).
I
invested
approximately one year of time with Gino learning
about EOS and implementing it into businesses.
EOS was the secret weapon I was looking for to
help me build my own company, now known as
Caerusnet.
In 2008, I was able to present my ideas to a room of
about 50 professionals, pitching them to become my
first Caerusnet Members. While they all commented
on what a great presentation I gave, and liked many
of my ideas, not a single person completed an
application to become the first Caerusnet Member. I
was very disappointed but certainly not discouraged
enough to quit. After collecting some valuable
feedback, I went back to the drawing board and
made some modifications to my initial vision for
Caerusnet. Months later and with a revised version
of the Caerusnet model, I was able to successfully
launch a team in Brighton with the help of two other
business professionals, Steve Giroux and Doug
Moffat; both of whom have been Members ever
since.
I am responsible for coining the term “Facilitated
Small Business Referral Teams”. Prior to
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Caerusnet, all referral groups were Member run –
operating like civic organizations with officer posts
of presidents, treasurers, secretaries, etc.. The
Members of my teams and the other Michigan
Facilitators today are a testament to the fact that
there are other, and quite possibly better ways, for
business people to network together and learn how
to refer each other than that model that’s been
around since the 1980s.
As of the writing of this, there are now over 25
Caerusnet teams in Michigan and approximately 15
Facilitators who are using the Caerusnet model to
run their own teams in their own local communities.
Over 40,000 documented referrals have been passed
in eight years between Members. This is strong
evidence that suggests Caerusnet is a success. But
the greatest barometer of success is the smiling
faces of the Caerusnet Members who eagerly look
forward to participating in their one hour facilitated
referral team meeting.
If you are considering becoming a Caerusnet
Member or Facilitator, you will learn a lot by
reading The Gods of Opportunity. Several of you
will undoubtedly see yourself in this story.
What is Caerusnet’s goal? To be #1 in the entire
state Michigan, and later, to sell a franchise model
of the business to investors who wish to take it
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nationwide (and possibly globally). We are
currently #1 in Livingston and Washtenaw County
with more teams and Members in the market than
any other networking referral organization.
I’m very proud of my journey and absolutely love
being Chief Referral Partner to the Members I
support. We are truly creating business
opportunities through referrals in Michigan using
our innovative Facilitated referral team model.
I hope you enjoy this read and I welcome any
feedback through www.careusnet.com.
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CHAPTER 1
When Networking is “Not-working”
After visiting several different business networking
groups in his local community, upstart business
coach, Tom Johnston knew he was at a crossroads.
In talking with other business coaches, Tom knew
how important effective strategic networking was
for his coaching business to be successful. But he
wasn’t sure which group he should join, or if he
should even join any at all, as he had not yet found
a group that resonated with him.
Tom spent months visiting virtually every type of
networking group he could find or was told about,
hoping he’d find one that aligned with him and his
demanding schedule and also complemented his
limited start-up business budget.
His first few visits to networking groups were less
than spectacular. Many of the groups were designed
to meet-up at coffee shops or noisy restaurants and
were very loosely organized. While the people
seemed friendly, it didn’t appear that the
organization or individuals running the meetings
provided much in terms of value to the Members.
The meetings appeared to be too loose for Tom,
who understood the value of structure. The only
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bright spot with the informal groups was that they
were free to attend.
However, even though the financial cost to join
them was zero, Tom understood that free doesn’t
apply in the world of time - the only true measure of
wealth. You can never get back the time you spend
and Tom knew he needed to invest his networking
time very wisely or his business would suffer.
Tom’s local Chamber of Commerce also offered
economical networking groups as an added benefit
to chamber members. However, the chamber groups
were open only to members of the chamber, which
set a limitation on the pool of business candidates
that could join.
Still motivated and determined to grow his practice
by referral, Tom knew how important it was to be
recognized by other active professionals in the
community as the “go-to” business coach. He also
knew that virtually every group he visited was
excited about the possibility to have him become a
Member of their group. Unfortunately, Tom didn’t
share in their enthusiasm and felt that none of the
groups he visited so far presented the type of winwin opportunity he was looking for.
While most of the teams Tom visited had nice
people in them, he didn’t see many visible signs of
them actually passing business referrals to each
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other. They all came together to get referrals but
didn’t seem to be learning how to give referrals.
Tom knew that in order for him to feel good about
getting referrals, he also wanted to help others by
referring them, too.
One day, a chamber employee shyly confessed to
Tom that there were other, more structured and
focused groups outside of the chamber that met with
the purpose of passing referrals that he might be
interested in. Tom was told that they were very
structured and much more expensive than the
nominal fee the chamber charged to be a Member of
a chamber group.
She referred Tom to a chamber member she knew
of who was an active Member in a highly touted,
structured, international networking group that had
a local chapter in town. Tom reached out to this
person and visited the referral-passing group
promptly to see what it was all about.
The structured referral-passing group Tom visited
had a lot of rules and restrictions and required a
major time commitment from their Members. They
met very early in the morning. Tom considered that
if he joined, this would interfere with his sacred
personal morning meditation time, business
planning and personal joy of taking his daughter to
school.
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The meetings ran longer than he wished, taking up
almost two hours of his morning. He learned they
met virtually every week of the year with hardly
any breaks and that they had strict rules about
attendance, asking Members to send substitutes in
their place when a Member couldn’t attend. They
had rules about the numbers of meetings a Member
could miss before the chapter would threaten to kick
a Member out. They had rules about the number of
referrals one was to pass at each weekly meeting.
“Wow! They have a lot of rules!” Tom thought to
himself.
In addition to all the rules the structured group had,
there were also a lot of responsibilities the Members
had to take on in order to keep the groups running
efficiently. Tom was told that if he joined the group,
they would expect him to get really involved as
well. He was even told he might make a great
president of the group if he joined.
Just like many local organizations, this referral
group wanted Members to take turns being Officers
of the team. It was how they functioned. Each team
needed to have certain officer posts filled, or the
team might not function properly. There was a
president, vice president and treasurer. The group
had several Members who also served on special
committees.
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One committee of Members met in secret to
determine the fate of new Member applicants, as
well as how to discipline the Members when one of
the many rules was broken. Other Members served
in public, visible roles, such as Visitor Greeters.
These people were responsible for greeting visitors
who attended the meetings, encouraging them to
“lock-out their competition” and quickly join.
Another Member, called the Educational Presenter
gave coaching tidbits to the group during the
meeting. Tom noticed there were a lot of people
needed to make this group a success. He began to
notice several of the Members weren’t that friendly,
putting off a “we’re better than you” attitude (all
though Tom wasn’t sure where that attitude came
from).
The one major positive Tom took away from the
structured team visit was that they passed referrals,
right during the meeting. He could see that many of
the Members were referring to each other. Tom saw
that as positive evidence that the structured group
had more potential to help him and his business
than the loosely run groups he had visited earlier in
his networking quest.
But the structured group wasn’t free or at least a
lower cost like the other groups he had visited. As a
matter of fact, after adding up the various costs of
being a Member and paying dues to the
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international organization, being a Member was fast
approaching a small fortune! In addition to the
annual dues, there was the cost of mandatory
workshops in which Members must participate and
a monthly fee went for ‘room dues’ that paid rent to
the establishment that hosted their meetings.
Tom was again at a crossroads. Not just because of
the larger financial investment, but because this new
team also seemed to require a lot out of him,
perhaps more than he was prepared to give.
While Tom was grabbing a tall, fresh brewed coffee
at Three Brothers Coffee, he ran into Gino
Campbell. Gino was a well-liked commercial
insurance agent Tom had met months ago at a
Chamber of Commerce ribbon cutting event.
Recalling that Tom was just getting his business off
the ground this year, Gino inquired “Hey, Tom!
How’s business? Starting to feel the ground beneath
your feet yet?”
Tom replied, “Yes! Thanks for asking. Business is
starting to show some promise, Gino. I have some
good prospective clients in my pipeline and am
looking for more. One of the ways I thought I’d find
new clients was by joining a referral networking
group, but I’m not sure that I’ve found the right
situation here locally for me yet. Any advice?”
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Gino took a sip of his dark roast coffee before
answering and offered, “I’m glad you’re taking your
time to make a good, informed decision. There are a
lot of networking choices and not all are equal. I
know this for a fact after being in business around
here for years. Tom, have you ever thought of
running your own referral group?”
Tom answered, “Hmm. No, I had never thought
about running my own team. That sounds like it
could be a lot of work but it also seems like it could
have a lot of advantages. How does one even start a
team?”
Gino smiled while clicking on his phone, “I’m
going to text you with a link to the website of a
company that teaches people how to run their own
referral teams using a proven system. As a matter of
fact, if you do your research about this and decide
you want to start a new referral group here in town,
I would love to be your first Member!” Gino added,
“Representing commercial insurance, of course!”
Tom nodded in agreement and smiled about this
new revelation and idea.
They completed their conversation by talking about
other professionals they knew locally who might
also be interested in networking with them. Gino
said he knew of a website designer and a realtor
who would likely be on board. Tom agreed that he
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would start researching this new idea of running his
own referral group. Tom was excited about this new
possibility that he had not previously considered.
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CHAPTER 2
Assessing Facilitating
Over the weekend, Tom visited the website Gino
told him about. It was clear they were passionate
about helping driven professionals facilitate their
own local referral teams. He watched several videos
about facilitated referral teams and read all of the
blog posts and supporting information he could find
on their website. Tom then completed an online
questionnaire and read over a full page selfassessment to determine if he was the right fit to
facilitate his own team.
To Tom’s delight, everything appeared to be in
alignment. He had the right motivation for running
a group, which was to help others while also
growing his own business. He had the right skill set
– he was a great public speaker and was already
very outgoing and organized. And as it turned out,
after running through the math on a spreadsheet he
created, Tom saw that he could also make his
networking time an additional profit channel. He
learned he’d be getting paid directly by the
Members of the team he formed, for the services of
facilitating the meetings and motivating the team to
greatness. He also noticed teams using this
facilitated system met at all different times of the
day: early morning, mid-morning, afternoon and
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late afternoon. There was even a “happy-hour” team
that met in a private room at a local craft brewery!
Guarding his mornings for meditation, planning,
and family, Tom was excited about the prospect of
setting a meeting time that worked best for him.
While Tom had to make a large capital investment
in securing his coaching franchise, the initial
investment of becoming a referral team Facilitator
was even less than being a Member of the
structured, international referral group Tom visited
but hadn’t joined. He liked this aspect, too!
The business coach determined that he could spend
a small fortune on simply being a Member of a
referral group in which he had no equity in or take
advantage of the opportunity to start his own
referral team. Since he would be the one running the
team and in charge of virtually all things related to
how the team functioned, Tom felt he could deliver
consistency to the team Members as well as earn
their trust faster than simply joining a referral group
that already existed.
This meant Tom also envisioned getting referrals
from his Members for business coaching, which of
course, was Tom’s priority. He was also attracted to
the idea of being able to support his coaching
clients with good referrals to the Members of his
own referral team. Not only could Tom help his
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clients discover what they
needed to do in order to
grow their businesses, but
he could refer his clients
directly to the right people
that could help. The
referral team would help
solidify Tom’s relationship
with his clients as the
“connected business coach
who out-cares all others”.
Tom visited a few of the facilitated teams and liked
what he saw. The meetings were a fast-paced onehour time commitment. The Members of the teams
were outgoing and happy to be at the meetings,
which had clear objectives, and a set agenda they
followed. They had a shared goal of being together,
which was to “Master the Art of Referring”.
The Facilitators also seemed to enjoy running the
teams and referrals were visibly passed at the
meetings. Best of all, there were no officers or
committee positions since the Facilitator filled these
roles, too. Tom saw what he needed to see and was
convinced this was the direction he wanted to go.
Tom promptly signed on to become a Facilitator
and received an email invitation to begin his online
education. He immediately began his training;
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reading through volumes of materials and watching
a multitude of training and best practice videos, all
at his own pace.
Excitement and enthusiasm pulsed through Tom’s
mind as he envisioned himself being the captain of
a successful referral group. He closed his eyes and
envisioned a large group of about 30 unique
professionals having fun and growing by referral,
with Tom, himself, leading the team to greatness.
He knew from his business coach training that to
the degree one could see the future clearly, the odds
of success increased accordingly. To Tom, his
vision was crystal clear. Facilitating a referral team
was the perfect answer he had been looking for.
Tom reached for his phone and called Gino, the
commercial insurance agent. “Hi Gino, this is Tom
Johnston. I’m calling you with good news today!
I’d like you to be the exclusive commercial
insurance representative on the facilitated referral
team I’m starting here in town. You’ve been a great
help to me and I would like to repay you by giving
you this opportunity.”
Gino responded quickly and to the point, “Tom, I
was hoping this would happen. I’m really excited
about being involved in helping you get a facilitated
referral team up and running. You have my full
support.”
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Tom and Gino talked for a few more minutes and
set the first meeting date and time. They decided
that Wednesday was a good day for them both and
that 1 p.m. would be a good time to hold the first of
several informational meetings, scheduled to help
attract visitors and recruit professionals to be part of
this new referral team. Gino volunteered to bring a
guest or two that he felt would be a good fit to the
first meeting. Tom agreed to invite some other
professionals, as well.
The Wednesday prior to the first meeting, Tom sent
an email and reached out by telephone to the
professionals he wanted to invite. Like anything
else, some were interested and some weren’t. Tom
did get some favorable responses for his efforts
however, and he was also excited to have Gino’s
support.
With the first meeting just one week away, Tom
continued to review the materials provided by the
company so when the meetings started up, he would
be well versed as the Facilitator and set to attract the
first of many future Members.
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CHAPTER 3
The Core Team
A week zipped by and suddenly, the Wednesday
Tom had been anticipating had arrived. Being true
to coaching, Tom felt prepared, rested and excited
about holding his first facilitated referral team
preview meeting. He was ready to go!
While the new referral team was forming, Gino
agreed to allow Tom to use the conference room at
his insurance agency. There was enough room for
approximately 10-12 people to be comfortable in
the nicely decorated meeting room, perfect for
getting the team started. Tom knew that as his plans
came together and the team grew bigger in size,
he’d need to find a larger, more permanent location.
Plus, if he could run one team successfully, Tom
considered the benefits of forming an additional
team at a later date.
Tom, being a stickler for details and organization,
arrived at the meeting location at 12:30 p.m. to
prepare the conference room and get his final
thoughts together. About 10 minutes before the
meeting started, Tom noticed he was still the only
person in the conference room. A fast moment of
doubt flashed over him, wondering if there was
actually a need for a facilitated referral team in
town. Tom’s thoughts hushed quickly, turning from
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worry to reason. “Of course there’s a need for a
facilitated team or I wouldn’t be here in the first
place!”
Tom’s cell phone vibrated with a text message from
Karen Follmer, Tom’s neighbor and local mortgage
loan officer. She confirmed the day before that
she’d be attending the meeting and was excited
about being the exclusive mortgage representative
on the team. Tom would only allow one type of
profession to be represented on his team (one
banker, one website designer, etc.). The text read
“Sorry, Tom … can’t make it today. I’m putting out
fires!”
Just as Tom finished replying to Karen’s text saying
the team would be meeting again next week at the
same time and place (encouraging Karen to try
again) his first visitor arrived at the conference
room. It was Don Moffat, a website designer Tom
was referred to when he started his coaching.
Within moments after Don arrived, Steve Curley, a
local real estate agent also entered the room. Tom
introduced Don and Steve and they engaged in light
conversation.
Right at 1 p.m., the location host and commercial
insurance agent, Gino, entered the conference room
along with one of his insurance customers, Janice
Mazur. She was one of the owners of a local auto
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repair shop in Brightwell. A few minutes after the
top of the hour, Tom asked everyone to get seated at
the conference room table so he could get the
informative meeting underway. It appeared as if
everyone who was going to attend the first meeting
had now arrived.
Tom stood up at the front of the meeting room table
with a whiteboard behind him. Smiling, Tom
introduced himself and addressed the room, “Good
afternoon to each of you. My name is Tom Johnston
and I’m a professional business coach. In addition
to being a business coach, I have also decided to
invest in our community by starting the very first
facilitated referral passing team right here in
Brightwell.
“I’d like to welcome all of you today to what is the
first of our Core Team meetings. Why are they
called Core Team meetings? Because the people
who join first are considered to be the core group of
professionals who are going to be actively helping
grow the team to as many as 30 Members. What’s
in it for you? Referrals, referrals and more
referrals!” smiled Tom.
Tom continued, “Today marks the first of many
weekly meetings I will be running with the goal of
attracting the first ten Members to this team. I will
be running this same meeting until I have secured
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our first ten Core Members. The purpose of today’s
meeting is to help you understand what a facilitated
referral team is, my role in it, your role in it and
what’s in it for all of us. Sound good?” questioned
the leader and his guests smiled enthusiastically and
nodded their heads in acceptance.
When Tom arrived earlier, he wrote on the
whiteboard to help guide the meeting, as was
recommended in the tutorial provided by the
company.
Core Team
Objectives
-Have Fun
-Master The Tools
-Increase Profit
Agenda
-Welcome
-The Toolbox
-Member Minutes
-Overview
-W.D.Y.L.?
-Wrap
Goal
-Master The Art of Referrals
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“First, let me say that our team meetings are capped
at one hour long. They will never last longer than an
hour, so the time we have together is precious. This
is true whether the team is just starting out like we
are, or whether the team has achieved greatness and
has reached our goal of having 30 Members. My
aim is to be effective with time and provide ongoing
motivation.” Tom gestured to the handwriting
behind him, “I’d like to take a fast moment to direct
your eyes to the whiteboard behind me so I can help
you understand what we have set out to achieve
today.”
Objectives
-Have Fun
-Master The Tools
-Increase Profit
Tom went on to explain, “The objectives for our
team will always be the same. First, we are here to
have fun. Most people when they started their
business did so because they had a vision of
enjoying their work and their profession. Not all
meetings that we have to attend in any given month
as professionals are fun but let me assure you, I plan
to make our referral team meetings fun. Teams that
laugh together, succeed together.”
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“The meeting I had at the auto shop this morning
certainly wasn’t fun at all. I had to fire a mechanic.
Thanks for rescuing me today!” joked Janice.
Steve the real estate agent chimed in, “I’ve visited
the local chapter of that international referral
passing group. They don’t seem to have much fun
all, but for some reason, they keep going to that
early morning meeting of theirs.” Everyone in the
room chuckled.
Tom resumed, “So, fun is great. But it can’t be all
about having fun without balanced referral
productivity. So while we are all here to ‘get’
referrals, our ability to pass good referrals to the
Members of our team will determine how
successful our team is. This is why we have an
educational Toolbox that will provide us with a
wealth of information about all things related to
referrals. The Toolbox will help us in a critical area
of our business one we all need to be great in …
becoming referable here, locally in our own
community. And if we are great at learning how to
use the tools and grow our team, we will
collectively increase profit for our individual
Members for as long as we wish to be part of the
team.”
Using his leadership skills, Tom facilitated the team
through the remainder of the agenda discussing the
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Toolbox and how the team would operate with Tom
as the Facilitator. He also let the team know that
typically, it takes anywhere from 60-90 days to
complete the Core Team mission of attracting the
initial ten Members of the group. During that time,
the Core Team will meet weekly and that Tom
would cover the exact same information every time
to keep them all on the same page. Tom explained
to the Members that while he would be running the
meetings he’d be counting on the Core Members for
two things: First, attending all of the future Core
Team meetings. Second, make a pledge to bring
visitors to help the team grow.
Tom finished the meeting by asking everyone to
answer the same question, “Fast and Furious: What
did you like best about today’s meeting?” He asked
Don to go first and used a circular motion with his
finger that everyone would take their turn giving a
W.D.Y.L., going clockwise around the meeting
table until it was Tom’s turn to go last.
Don, the website guy: “I loved everything you
talked about today, Tom. I’m in!”
Next, Steve the realtor offered, “I echo Don’s
sentiments. I also hope to bring a mortgage
professional with me to the next meeting.”
Janice, the auto shop owner said smiling, ”I like that
I don’t have to be an officer or run these meetings.
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I’m way too busy just trying to keep the shop
running smoothly to give my customers the best
experience.”
Gino, the commercial insurance agent who
recommended Tom consider facilitating a referral
team in the first place belted out, “I’m excited! I’ve
been waiting for something like this to happen right
here in Brightwell and think Tom is on to
something special.”
The leader of the team completed the sharing
thoughtfully, “I like using a proven system that
supports my personal mission of having a vibrant,
facilitated referral team right here in town. I like the
feeling of synergy in this room. You know, synergy,
that invisible but powerful energy you can’t see but
certainly can feel. Good synergy brings the best out
of people and teams.”
The meeting concluded with Tom giving a wrap-up
educational segment about the four most important
areas of focus every referral team needs to healthy
in to be successful. Tom turned to the whiteboard
and drew a pyramid and divided it into four
segments.
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Leadership
Opportunities
Meetings
Members
“Every great team has to be great in all four of these
areas or the team will ultimately fail. These will be
the four areas I will bring into focus and keep an
eye on, as the leader of this referral team.”
He explained how great teams can only realize their
greatness if they have great people involved as
Members. Some of the qualities used to describe
great Members are: fun to be around, honest,
competent, great at their profession, dependable,
and driven to be successful. Tom urged the team to
invite these types of people to visit the team.
Next Tom pointed out that no matter how great the
people might be, if the meetings they attended
didn’t support their goals, the great Members would
become disinterested. He promised that his
meetings would never go longer than one hour and
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that he would stick to the objectives, agenda, and
goals of the team.
The topic of opportunities resonated with the Core
Team the most. Referrals aren’t just about being
lucky and having good timing. Tom explained he’d
be using educational materials to empower the team
to create good referrals. Ultimately, the desire was
to help the team understand that they could create
opportunities at will.
And finally, Tom explained the Leadership element
of the pyramid. “I am the leader of this team and it
is my intention that, over time, you will come to see
me your partner in the referral team business. You
can count on me to be here, ready to go at each
meeting. You can count on me to follow up and do
all of the administrative tasks needed to keep the
team healthy and functioning positively. I want to
be thought of as your Chief Referral Partner in that I
hope to help you become more referable, overall, as
a professional.”
Everyone who attended the first meeting agreed to
move forward together. Tom encouraged them to
promptly complete the Membership Application so
he could officially recognize them as Members at
the next meeting.
Gino walked Tom to his car and thanked him for
doing a great job running the first meeting and
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pledged continued support. They quickly discussed
other professionals they could invite and Gino
reminded Tom about an upcoming networking
mixer that might be ripe with other businesses to
invite
to
the
meeting.

CHAPTER 4
Outgrowing Core
Over the next two months, Tom continued running
the weekly Core Team meetings at Gino’s insurance
office. Tom was pleased to have collected the
Member
Applications
of
eight
different
professionals over this duration of time. They were
now just two Members away from completing the
Core Team mission of becoming an official team - a
size of 10 or more Members.
Most of the initial Core Members who had signed
on from attending the first several meetings also had
success getting other professionals to visit. Not
everyone who visited joined but about half of the
visitors did, a statistic Tom expected.
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Over the many weeks of repetitive Core Team
meetings, not every professional who signed on was
able to honor the commitment. Some joined only to
quit weeks later. Tom was quick to keep the team
upbeat, even when they lost Members. “We’re
going to win some and we’re going to lose some.
Regardless, we made a commitment to get this done
and I am optimistic that we will. Keep sharing this
with other professionals and we can’t lose.” Tom
encouraged.
While getting the meeting room prepared on a
sunshine filled Wednesday, Tom was hopeful this
week’s meeting would deliver the next two
Members to the team. This would allow them to
take the next step together of becoming an official
team, which culminating in a special orientation
meeting.
The orientation meeting would help the initial Core
Team Members transition into becoming an official
team. Future team meetings would include weekly
educational topics from the Member Toolbox, a
Spotlight Speaker, testimonials and referral passing.
Tom promised his team would have no stuffy rules
like the local chapter of the international referral
passing group, however, he did want to go over
what he called the team’s “Guidelines For Success”.
These guidelines were the basic courtesies they
would want to be aware of as Members of the team,
helping to keep the partnership of Facilitator and
Members intact and positive.
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It was 12:55 p.m. and while over the course of the
past 60 days, not every Core Member was able to
attend all of the meetings, all eight Core Team
Members were present at this one. Gino’s
conference room was now beginning to feel as
though it was approaching full capacity.
After the first Core Team meeting, Tom started
handing out a team
roster to everyone who
attended the weekly
meetings. The printed
rosters made it so
everyone could see who
the
business
professionals were that
were accepted as Members. They would also be
used for taking meeting notes. The business coach
also placed name badges, pens, and markers on the
meeting room tables for the Members to use. None
of the groups Tom had visited earlier in the year
seemed to offer this level of professionalism and he
embraced this competitive edge.
Two minutes before starting the meeting, two
additional visitors entered the meeting room. The
mortgage officer Steve Curley spoke of earlier
made his appearance. The other visitor was a carpet
cleaning company who learned about the team from
the residential and commercial office cleaning
company that just recently joined.
With Tom running the meeting, there was a total of
11 good professionals in attendance, adding a
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positive energy to the room. Tom welcomed
everyone, reminding them why they were there and
what they hoped to achieve at the meeting.
Tom asked the Members who had guests with them
to introduce them to the team. Quickly after, he
covered the meeting objectives with the team, as he
did at every meeting and then worked his way into
explaining the Core Team agenda.
Agenda
-Welcome
-The Toolbox
-Member Minutes
-Overview
-W.D.Y.L.?
-Wrap
Tom walked up to the whiteboard with a dry erase
marker and drew the following diagram while
verbally narrating what he was illustrating.
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Member
Minutes

Trust
Builder
Meetings

Member
Toolbox

Referrals

Inviting
Visitors

“Just like people in construction have a toolbox they
use to build structures, we have a Toolbox we use to
build relationships.” he explained. Adding, “When
our team starts running official referral passing
meetings, this is where the basis of our team
education will come from.
“I plan to provide education at every referral team
meeting and the topics will come from our Member
Toolbox. These topics are the basics of referral
networking and if we learn together, we will
succeed together.”
Tom explained that he would teach them how to
deliver powerful 60-second Member Minutes. He
mentioned that great Member Minutes had the
power of producing great referrals by educating and
coaching team Members on how to spot referral
opportunities and act upon them.
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When discussing the Referrals part of the Toolbox,
Tom explained, “I want to help us in this most
critical area of our business. I intend on teaching us
how to channel more referrals coming from our
existing clients as well as from the Members of the
team.” He alluded to the art of persuasive
conversation starters and learning referral strategies
and promised he would tell more about this once the
official team meetings commenced.
“Every great team has to stay ahead of ongoing
transition that exists in the business world today.
Not everyone who is here in the room today will
still be Members one year from now. It’s just a fact.
Life changes, people change and transition happens.
The way our team stays ahead of this transition
curve is by excelling at inviting visitors. I will teach
you not only how to properly invite visitors, but
how to find more after you go through your initial
hot contacts.” explained Tom.
Finally, he explained that Members would likely
only refer to those Members on the team they feel
they’ve come to know, like, and trust. He would
also teach them how to conduct successful
meetings. These meetings, called Trust Builder
Meetings, would also help them become referable
as they get more comfortable with each other.
The Core Team Members took turns delivering their
Member Minutes and listened intently to what the
newest potential Members had to say when the
chance to speak made it to them.
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Tom congratulated
the
group
on
speaking well in
front of each other,
acknowledging that
most people have a great fear of public speaking.
He then transitioned to the topic of the referral team
overview where he showed them the referral slips
the team would use to pass and track referrals, as
well as a smartly designed business card portfolio
all of the Members would get. They would use the
portfolio to carry all of their fellow Members’
business cards. He finished by showing the team an
online Member Directory where they would soon be
listed by business category. Soon, they would have
only a few clicks away from referring each other at
any given time!
The business coach directed the group through
another fun What did you like? sequence and then
walked them through the wrap, reminding them of
how prepared Tom was to lead them in this journey
and how much he needed them to act as partners in
the process.
Just as the meeting ended, another person made
their way into the room. It was the original
mortgage person that Tom had invited as a guest to
the first Core Meeting, Karen Follmer. She’d
promised to be there each week but still hadn’t
made one meeting. Tom had virtually given up on
her, but there she was.
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“So sorry for being a little late, Tom, but I’ve been
slammed. Very busy these days with low interest
rates. Oh, and here’s my completed application to
join the team!” said the out-of-breath mortgage
professional, as she handed Tom the Membership
paperwork he had given her when first discussing
the team. Doug Boote, the mortgage lender who
was visiting as a guest of Steve, the realtor, gave a
look of confusion because the last thing he knew,
the mortgage spot was still open.
The other two visitors also stayed after the meeting
and completed their applications. This meant he had
reached the goal of growing the team to 10
Members. It also meant he had to make a decision
about which mortgage officer to allow into the
group; Karen, the first person he first told about the
referral team to who just submitted an application or
Doug, the mortgage professional Steve the realtor
invited? Tom knew from experience, whatever
decision he made, not everyone would happy. He
thought to himself, “Sometimes I will have to get a
little uncomfortable for the sake of keeping the team
comfortable.”

CHAPTER 5
Tough Decision & Orientation
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Over the summer, Tom was able to successfully
assemble a group of professionals, who didn’t know
each other for the most part, come together to form
a strong foundation of Members for his local,
upstart facilitated referral passing team.
After taking the week off for the Labor Day
holiday, the first meeting the team would return to
would feature Member orientation. Members would
learn how the team would transition from the way
the Core Team meetings had been run to the official
team meeting format. Every official team meeting
in the future would include Tom presenting a
Toolbox training featuring referral education. In
addition, future meetings would each have one
Spotlight Speaker, as Members would take turns
weekly, giving a 10 minute featured presentation, in
addition to the Member Minute they always had.
Finally, one of the most important parts of the new,
official team meeting format was the referral giving
part of the meeting, where referrals were passed and
tracked.
Tom was excited about positively leading the team
through the transformation. Before he could feel
completely behind the process though, he also knew
there was a decision to make about which mortgage
loan officer to approve for the mortgage opening on
the team. Doug Boote, the guest of the realtor, Steve
Curley, emailed his application after the last Core
Team meeting.
Not wanting to burn any bridges with his neighbor,
Karen, Tom knew he would need to handle the
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situation as respectfully and professionally as
possible. That morning, Tom took longer than
normal for his morning meditation time. After
giving himself over to his higher power, he felt sure
of the decision he reached.
Picking up his cell phone, Tom clicked on Karen
Follmer’s contact information and within moments,
they were connected. “Hi Karen, it’s Tom Johnston.
I hope I’m reaching you at a convenient time where
you might have a minute or two?”
“I think I can manage a minute or two, Tom. But
I’m also waiting for an important call back from an
underwriter for a complicated loan I’m working on,
so I may have to take that call while we’re on the
line.” Karen quickly blurted out. Tom could hear
her madly shuffling through papers on her desk.
“Thanks, Karen, I understand.” responded Tom. “I
wanted to personally call, out of respect for our
relationship, to let you know that I have made a
decision to award the spot for mortgages to the
other mortgage professional who visited the team
last Wednesday. Obviously, you know I can only
have one person representing one type of profession
on the team as a Member. Honestly, I am concerned
that you might be too overwhelmed with your
workload to be able to commit to the team. I did
want you to know I recognize you have given an
effort to get involved and that you might be
disappointed with this news.” Tom said calmly and
sincerely.
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“Well, I disagree with your decision and am not
happy, Tom.” Karen said while raising her voice.
“It’s not my fault that I have to keep putting out
fires. When my clients need to meet with me, I have
to be there for them and 1 p.m. on a Wednesday
afternoon is smack dab in the middle of my day. By
1 p.m. on any given day, who knows how many
fires I am going to have to put out.” she added.
“And if this is how you plan to treat people
interested in your group, then I wish you the best of
luck. Nice to see our relationship means so little,
Tom.” Karen concluded her rant.
Tom recognized that Karen didn’t possess the
organizational skills necessary to be on top of
everything in her business life and felt bad for her.
He’d learned through his own experience that she
was virtually always running behind and sometimes
even missing appointments entirely. He also didn’t
appreciate the way in which she struck at him
verbally when she didn’t get the news she wanted
but he remained calm and non-confrontational.
Being the consummate professional, he responded,
“Karen, I do value our friendship, which is why I
don’t want to see you piling more things onto your
already overwhelming schedule. To be a Member of
the team means attending at least 80% of the
scheduled 1-hour meetings, or roughly 24 one-hour
meetings per year. If you don’t attend that many,
the team won’t really know you and you won’t
really know them, so referrals will be stifled, even if
your best intentions are to be involved. You must
admit, with all the fires you have to respond to, your
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actions and your intentions may not always match.
As your neighborly friend and a business coach, I’d
love to offer you a complimentary time
management coaching session with me. It’s one I
normally charge for but I won’t for you. The session
will give you access to the foundational tools of
time management and will help you sell more loans.
What do you say?” said an out-of-breath Tom,
bracing to hear Karen’s response.
She surprised him however with, “Okay, you hit my
hot button, Tom. I would like to take you up on
your generous offer and admit that with so many
things to juggle, I often feel overwhelmed and
sometimes my emotions can bring out the worst in
me.” Karen admitted with a soft voice. They
quickly set their appointment and finished on a
positive note right as Karen’s underwriter called her
back, ending the conversation.
With that situation successfully handled, Tom sent
out an email to the team announcing the following
week’s meeting would be a special orientation
meeting to help them make the transition to official
team status.
At the orientation meeting, each Member received a
business card portfolio to carry the business cards of
all the Members of their team in. They learned the
basic guidelines for checking-in with the Facilitator
if they couldn’t attend a weekly meeting. They
learned how to fill out referral slips and many of the
formalities needed to help keep the team healthy.
Tom told them they could go ahead and pass any
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referrals they had made to each other up to this
point in time at their first official team meeting as
no referrals were passed at Core meetings or during
orientation. Tom set the first official meeting for the
following week. Of course, Tom selected Gino, the
supportive insurance agent, as the team’s first 10
minute Spotlight Speaker. He also announced the
team would be meeting at a new location going
forward to handle their future growth.
Lois Norton, from LocalBank, one of the Core
Members who signed on early during the core
process, convinced her management to make their
large, but underutilized conference room available
to Tom for running future referral team meetings.
The bank loved the idea of the additional foot
traffic, giving the referral team Members and their
visitors the ability to experience firsthand the
bank’s excellent customer service and the many
conveniences offered at the bank.
The future was indeed exciting and everyone
appeared to be pumped-up about the inaugural
meeting the following week.
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CHAPTER 6
Let The Referrals Begin!

It was 12:30 p.m. and Tom arrived at the meeting
location. Within a matter of ten concentrated
minutes, he had the room completely set up and was
ready to run the team’s first, official referral passing
meeting.
Since getting started months ago, they had now
amassed ten professionals on their team. Tom had
decided to limit Membership to one person, per type
of profession on the Brightwell team. He felt this
concept would help give his Members the exclusive
voice of their industry during the fast-paced, onehour meetings. His intentions were that, over time,
they would grow the group to a size of 30 exclusive
businesses, all learning how to grow by referral
together.
Tom’s mission as Facilitator was twofold. First, he
wanted to help them be successful attracting more
referrals from their existing clients and business
relationships. Second, he wanted to help them
become the go-to professional amongst a group of
professionals in the referral team environment.
In reviewing the list, Tom quickly thought of the
next five professions they might want to target to
help their team grow healthier and even more
diverse. Tom thought how great it would be to find
an accountant, general contractor, chiropractor, auto
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salesperson, and a caterer. Of course, any business
desiring to grow by referrals was a good fit, but
Tom wanted the team to focus on these.
At 12:45 p.m. the first few Members walked into
the meeting room. When Gino arrived at the
meeting, he had a guest with him, Cathy, who
owned a local catering company. It was as though
Tom’s thoughts had projected to the universe.
Tom certainly hoped Cathy would enjoy the
meeting and welcomed her by giving a fast
debriefing about what the team was all about and
what they were setting out to accomplish. Tom also
asked a few questions to help determine Cathy’s
level of experience with regards to referral groups
as well as to get an understanding of her business.
Wendy, the fitness trainer also brought a visitor
who was a friend of hers, a local massage therapist.
Every visitor that arrived received a small
marketing packet: Tom’s business card, an
informational sheet about Facilitated referral teams
and a Membership application.
At 1 p.m. Tom started the meeting. “Hello, I’m
Tom Johnston. I would like to welcome all of you
and the visitors we have here in the room today to
our facilitated small business referral team meeting.
Before we get started with our one hour meeting,
let’s welcome our visitors.”
A smiling Tom continued, “Gino, you have a visitor
with you today. Who’d you bring?”
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Gino stood up, as every participant is requested to
do when speaking, and gestured towards his visitor.
“Thanks, Tom. Yes, it’s my pleasure to introduce
the team to Cathy Baker. She’s a personal chef,
caterer and cooking coach. As a matter of fact, she
just catered a client appreciation luncheon at my
office and my guests were raving. It was easy for
me to see that she was someone I should invite here
since she’s exceptional at what she does. In talking
with her, I discovered she also loves networking
and has a sparkling personality.” Cathy blushed,
“Oh, thank you Gino, I am glad to be here today.”
Tom turned to face Wendy, the team’s fitness
trainer, “Wendy, you also have a guest with you.
Who did you bring?”
Wendy jumped out of her chair the way you’d
expect an energetic and healthy person to do and
explained; “I have Brian Greene with me today.
He’s a massage therapist I just met at a wellness
event and I asked him, ‘Are you looking for more
business?’ And he responded with an enthusiastic
‘Absolutely!’ So, I was fast to tell him about our
team, especially since my clients often like to get
massages after working their muscles hard.” Brian
gestured with a hand wave to the team and smiled
brightly.
Tom continued, “Welcome both Cathy and Brian.
We hope you both enjoy the meeting and thank you
Gino and Wendy for inviting visitors. So, what is
this meeting all about and what are we here for? If
you could do me a favor and direct your eyes to the
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rosters in front of you, what you will see is a listing
of professionals who all wish to grow their
businesses by referral. We currently have 10
outstanding Members on this team and we only
allow one type of profession to join, giving
Members the exclusive voice of their industry at
these meetings. Our goal is to grow the team to 30
business professionals so we can have a powerful
and fun referral passing team. I am the Facilitator of
this team and what that means for you is that you
have a partner in the referral team business who
wants you to succeed. There are no officers in this
group.
“As Facilitator, I will handle all of the
administrative tasks of running the group, so you
will never have to. Also, we are a weekly referral
team in nature. We meet most weeks throughout the
year; however, we also take a lot of breaks so we
stay fresh as a team and don’t burn out.”
Tom smartly covered the objectives, agenda and
goal to pull everyone together. He pointed out that
Gino was the first ever Spotlight Speaker for the
newly formed referral team. He also reminded the
team that for the first time they would make referral
passing a part of the meeting.
After Tom delivered the Toolbox education, which
talked about mastering four common referral
conversations, the team switched gears to begin
delivering their Member Minutes. Gino delivered an
informative
Spotlight
presentation,
helping
Members understand his niche in the world of
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commercial insurance so they could better spot
opportunities to refer him.
The meeting now shifted to passing referrals. Tom
held up an opportunity slip into the air and
explained, “This is the part of the meeting where we
pass referrals. You will see these slips by your
rosters around the room. These will help us keep
track of our referrals. We pass these at the meetings
for any referrals we created during the time in
between the meetings, or
when opportunities arise
during the meetings.
They are three part slips,
one for the giver, one for
the receiver and one for
me, your Facilitator.
They are color coded and
you will see a key at the
bottom of the slip to help
remind you which copy
goes to whom.”
Tom instructed the group to put the opportunity
slips at the edge of the table, just the white and pink
copies. The Facilitator gathered the slips and
delivered them to the Members they were being
passed to. Even one of the visitors, Brian, the
massage therapist, passed a referral that day because
he was looking to upgrade his website and liked
what Don Moffat had to say during his Member
Minute about custom programming.
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Several of the initial Core group of Members passed
referrals that had been developed during the time
they got to know each other as Core Team
Members. Some Members, like Gino and Janice,
both passed multiple referrals.
Tom noticed that many of the referrals passed that
day were from one Member to another, what Tom
called Selfie-Referrals. The rest of the referrals
passed were for people that were not Members, but
in fact, were referrals Members were passing on
behalf of their own clients, friends, family, and coworkers. Tom called those Advocate Referrals, as
the referral team Member was acting as an advocate
in order to “warm up” a referral for another
Member. His goal would be to help the team pass
more Advocate Referrals as they got to know, like,
and trust each other. He also helped the team
acknowledge the importance of being Members of a
referral team that had many territorial sales
representatives, small business owners and solopreneurs (single employee entrepreneurs) being
around people who are always looking to grow
personally and professionally.
“Remember, this is your relationship marketing
team not your sell-to-each other team. Yes, from
time to time, we will decide to do business with
each other but not out of any reason other than the
person is someone we’ve grown to know, like, and
trust. When we are a client and have a great
personal experience, we are true advocates, for sure.
However, we don’t have to be each other’s clients
to refer. We simply need to have confidence that
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referring a Member is the ultimate win-win scenario
for everyone.
•
•
•
•

We win by helping people we care about by
referring them to trusted professionals we
personally know.
We win by helping those professional
Members we’re giving referrals to by
helping them find new clients.
And we win ourselves, as we’re helping
ourselves become more referable to the team
Members by helping others on our team.
Finally, we’re also winning by becoming
more referable to the people we refer, as
they realize we want to be more to them
than simply the professional they may see us
as. We want to be connectors for them and
out care our competition.

Our referral team is a great way to build authentic,
long-lasting relationships with a lot of people. Here,
we can authentically develop a Referral Mindset.”
From a fanned-out stack of pink opportunity slips
held in Tom’s hand, Gino, the commercial
insurance agent, pulled one out to determine the
door prize winner as the Spotlight Speakers are to
bring a door prize to be awarded to someone who
passed a referral that day. The winner was Zeke
McNamara, the personal insurance agent on the
team, who quickly admitted to always having a lot
of luck in raffle drawings. He won a $20 gift
certificate to Gino’s favorite coffee shop. Gino
smiled, “I figured whoever draws the gift card will
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be doing lots of Trust Builder Meetings at the
coffee shop, making this an appropriate gift.” Tom
nodded in approval.
Tom reminded the team they were meeting again
each of the next two weeks and to make visitor
inviting and getting into the habit of passing
referrals a top priority. The visitors had positive
feedback about their experience at the meeting,
which concluded right on time.
Tom’s final words of parting wisdom: “Remember
how important attitude is when projecting positivity
into the world. When we project positive thinking, it
comes back to us tenfold. So, don’t let the world
change your smile, use your smile to change the
world!”
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CHAPTER 7
Building Trust
Over the next 60 days, the referral team continued
to meet, with the exception of a couple weeks off,
strategically peppered into the schedule to keep the
team fresh. Tom remembered while putting the
schedule together for his team that one of the
primary reasons Members got burned out on the
local chapter of the international referral passing
group was that they were required to attend too
many meetings. Tom discovered that many of their
Members often became overwhelmed and burned
out as a result of the hefty commitment and Tom
didn’t want that to happen with his facilitated team.
During this period of time, they had grown to 12
Members. Lois Norton of LocalBank had to drop
out of the group because she’d accepted a new job
out of the area. However, the team was able to add a
new Member, Ashley Byrd, who did residential
house cleaning, so the team still had some forward
momentum.
Tom also took notice that the team was passing
some good referrals, both equal amounts of SelfieReferrals and Advocate Referrals alike. Knowing
that Members will always refer first to those they
know, like, and trust, Tom felt it was the perfect
time for a Toolbox Presentation on Trust Builder
Meetings.
“It’s great that we have so many meetings per year.
They give us a sense of community and, in their
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simplest form, are mini storytelling events where
you are reminding us of who you serve best in 60
seconds or less. However, most of us will need to
know you a little better before we feel comfortable
referring business to you. I highly encourage the
Members of our team to take advantage of our
referral strategy that includes meeting with each
other outside of our team meeting environment to
help strengthen your referral relationships with each
other.” Tom said as he asked the team to refer to
their Toolbox worksheet during the educational
portion of the meeting.
Gino raised his hand and chimed in “It’s true,
everyone. I’ve been networking for a long time.
Taking the time to get to know people one-on-one is
hugely important. It’s one of the reasons folks refer
to me as much as they do. It’s also helped me ramp
up the amount of time it takes me to refer people
I’m just starting to get to know, as well.”
Tom was happy to hear the testimonial about the
importance of this part of the toolbox and
continued, “It’s important that when you meet, you
don’t get too relaxed or distracted. Remember, the
reason you are meeting is because, at the end of the
day, you both want to become more referable. Don’t
think that just by meeting with other Members to
have a cup of coffee and make small talk will do the
job. An authentic Trust Builder Meeting will allow
each Member about 30 minutes to cover five critical
topics. And to help us remember what the word
TRUST stands for, and the topics to discuss during
your meeting, each letter stands for something.”
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“The T in TRUST stands for TALK. What kinds of
things should you talk about? Talk personally and
professionally. Share personal tidbits about
yourself. Are you married? Do you have kids?
Where did you grow up? What are your favorite
hobbies, etc.? Also mix in some professional tidbits
like, how did you get started in your business? What
are your professional goals?”
Tom explained to the team that the reason to start a
meeting off this way is to help the other Members
get to know you, and set the stage to like you.
The leader explained that the R in TRUST stood for
REFERRALS. He encouraged Members to tell
stories about great referrals they’ve received, either
from the team, or from loyal customers. This would
help each Member understand what constitutes
good referrals for each other and help them focus on
creating those opportunities, whenever possible.
Tom continued, “The U in TRUST stands for
UNDERSTAND. It’s important that the team
knows and understands your business and your
niche in the local community. Talk about the last
few referrals you received - from the team or from a
client or advocate. What were the situations and
how did you help after being referred? Share a
trigger or two that may help your teammate
remember you while in the course of their weekly
routines. Triggers are verbal, audible or visual
promptings that should remind us of you and help
us take a step toward referring you.
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“Do you really understand the how-to refer to each
other? That’s what the U stands for; understand. Do
you really understand the other person’s niche or
differentiator; how they’re different from the
competition? Do you really understand the products
and/or services offered and the prices charged?
Remember, your referral team is your marketing
team and they need to understand just enough about
this to help qualify who or what might be a good
referral for you.
“S is for SYNERGY. Think hard during this
meeting. Are there areas where ongoing referring
could take place? Think to yourself ‘If I come
across a certain situation with a client or friend,
could I pass your card?’ Can you refer to each other
naturally during your client process? Think of ways
to build each other into your client interactions and
promote each other - especially if you are in parallel
industries where clients are coming to you for
things related to what the other Member offers.”
Tom completed the training stating, “Make sure you
don’t walk away from this meeting unless you each
have something “To-Do” for each other - and then
follow up with it. So that final T in TRUST is for
TO-DO. Walk away from a TBM with at least one
thing To-Do for the other; whether it’s sharing each
other’s business information on social media
websites or creating personal introductions to
contacts you think would be beneficial referral
partners. Of course a REFERRAL-To-Do is the
best!”
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Tom asked the team Members to pair up and have a
TBM using this formula before the following
week’s meeting. At that meeting, the Members who
took advantage of the opportunity reported that they
felt it was time well spent. Members believed they
learned more about each other and were better able
to make referrals in the future. Not all of the TBMs
happened as scheduled. One Member entirely forgot
about the meeting they had scheduled with another
Member and didn’t even call. Another Member said
they didn’t have the time to meet with everyone.
Tom was prepared for the fact that not everyone on
his team would participate evenly. His goal would
always be to encourage the Members to take small
steps toward greatness, reminding them that
developing a referral mindset is a long process,
requiring dedication. He always reminded them
why it was important to give the best of themselves
as professionals.
Holding up his index finger Tom closed with,
“Effective networking is the #1 way small
businesses will grow. If you aren’t an effective
networker then you’re probably a not-worker,
spending a lot of time doing activities that are not
working for you or your business. With the failure
rate of businesses being very high, doesn’t it make
sense to commit to being excellent in this area of
your business, learning how to become ultrareferable?” Of course, everyone nodded in
agreement and smiled as Tom closed the meeting.
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CHAPTER 8
A Mighty Minute
At every weekly referral team meeting, each
Member in attendance is always given a full 60
seconds of meeting time to broadcast their Member
Minute when that part of the agenda arrived. Even
without any formal training from this part of the
referral team Toolbox, many Members were able to
talk about their businesses in a very fun, organized
and friendly way. Some Members appeared more
natural at speaking in front of others and Tom
recognized the team may lose a bit of shine if he
wasn’t able to help more of them communicate why
they were worthy of continuous referrals.
“Today’s Toolbox focus is on the development of
your Member Minute. Members often struggle to
get referrals because they fail to see their referral
team as an extension of their marketing department.
It’s important you help the team remember you
while they are in the midst of daily business
activity. Here are ideas for great Member Minutes:
•
•

•

Share your most recent client success story.
Do you have a pledge, promise or guarantee
that makes people comfortable trying your
service and/or product?
Do you have a powerful trigger - something
that should remind us of you, even when
you’re not around?
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•

How do clients lose out by not knowing
about you - how are you better than your
competition?

“A great Member Minute is a real game changer.
They educate, they’re interactive; a call to action
that helps us recall your value proposition as a
professional. Don’t risk losing potential referral
opportunities by winging it during your time to
speak!

“Practice ahead of time to be sure your pitch
doesn’t go over the 60 second time limit. Be sure to
stand up when it’s your turn to pitch and don’t
forget to SMILE and make eye contact with the
other Members.
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“Start with an introduction, every time by stating
your name, the name of the company, the
locations/markets
served,
and
your
profession/occupation and qualifications.
“Here’s a sample of a great Member Minute for a
massage therapist.” Brian Greene’s eyebrows lifted
in interest.
“’My name is Mary Smith with Mary’s Massage
Company, located here in Brightwell. I am a
certified massage therapist serving all of Living
County and have been in business since 2004.’”
Tom continued, “Once your introduction has been
made, it’s time to draw us in with a Gotcha
statement.
“Gotcha gets your listeners involved. Use ‘Did you
know?’ or ‘Raise your hands if you’ve had this
happen to you!’ Try to use this segment to bust a
myth or share something interesting with the goal in
mind of building yourself up as an expert in your
field, making others more comfortable referring to
you. “
Tom continued with the massage therapist sample
minute, “Raise your hands if you have a partner,
friend, coworker, or special client who is currently
pregnant or if you have a business person you’d like
to show appreciation to.”
Several hands were raised in the room while Tom
smiled and continued, “Now that you have piqued
the interest of some of the Members, this is the time
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to tell us about the types of clients you help and
how you do it with the products and services you
offer. You do this during the body of your Member
Minute. Here are a few ideas:
1. Share a success story with a recent client.
2. TRIGGERS: Tell us about things we should
be looking for, listening for, situations,
events, etc. so we’re ready to refer to you
when the time is right.
3. Describe the process of working with you
since it helps if Members can understand
how you handle referrals.”
Tom role-played the body of the minute as a
masseuse. “Did you know I offer a prenatal
massage that will provide women with amazing
comfort and will improve the health of their
pregnancy? This service makes a great gift that’ll
truly be appreciated, as I relieve the discomfort that
builds up in the neck, back and feet of moms-to-be.
“And for the business professional, it’s a known
fact that when you’re feeling healthy and
appreciated, you’re also more productive. With my
travelling massage chair, I love going to small
businesses for onsite massages to relieve workplace
induced fatigue.”
Tom instructed the team to finish their minute with
a wrap-up by repeating their name and name of
their company and deliver a Memorable Hook to tie
it all together.
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“Again, I am Mary Smith from Mary’s Massage.
My hands work hard to make you feel good enough
to refer to me!”
The team practiced this format for their Member
Minute and improvements were noticeable in the
messages communicated. While Tom saw that
many Members had been winging their Member
Minutes since starting the team, he knew he could
encourage them to commit to delivering great ones.
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CHAPTER 9
Inviting Visitors
Over the many weeks the team Members had been
meeting as a referral team, Tom was diligent about
providing them with a great, educational Toolbox
training at every meeting. He alluded to the idea
that the most successful small business
professionals, over time and with deliberate action,
would develop a highly profitable Referral Mindset.
A Referral Mindset is when Members have worked
referrals into their everyday business lives, both
passing and receiving. Many of the Members were
well on their way to this achievement.
The Brightwell team had now grown to over 15
Members strong and they were still motivated to
add even more great Members, increasing the value
of their exclusive referral network. Tom often
motivated the group by stating, “As professionals
who are mostly ‘by-referral-only’, the value of your
referral network is directly related to the value of
your net worth.”
Most of the team Members had already reached out
to what they considered to be their best hot
prospects to invite to a meeting. Some visitor
prospects simply weren’t interested. Some visited
but didn’t join. About one in three businesses that
visited did join. However, the team didn’t have a
single visitor during the prior month of meetings
and this concerned Tom. To help the team break
through this ceiling, the Facilitator delivered an
insightful Toolbox training on inviting visitors, with
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the goal in mind of helping the Members see how
they could create visitor prospects, seemingly out of
thin air.
The team was scheduled to take a two-week break
and Tom issued a challenge at the end of the
meeting, “I invite each of you to try to CREATE a
visitor opportunity using the Toolbox we just did
today
about
‘Conversations
That
Create
Opportunities’. Don’t forget about the visual
triggers that should remind you of inviting visitors.
Let’s grow this group to 20 Members over the next
60 days! I know we can do it. It will be worth the
effort in future referrals passed!”
Later that week Brian, the team’s massage therapist,
was passing through the local coffee shop to pick up
his favorite fresh brewed coffee before heading to
his massage studio to prepare for his first
appointment of the day. As he was passing by the
exit of the coffee shop, Brian noticed a display case
that held dozens of business cards posted on the
wall.
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The business cards were all from local businesses
that were taking advantage of this business card
marketing opportunity. It was provided by the
coffee shop to support their fellow local business
people in the community. Brian thought to himself,
“Hey, this is one of those TRIGGERS Tom told us
about at the last meeting. He said if you see cards
on display somewhere locally, that should trigger us
to think of visitors and create an opportunity by
briefly reaching out.”
Brian carefully scanned the cards to see what types
of businesses were on display and to see if any of
them were occupations that were not represented on
the category-exclusive, facilitated referral team.
Brian thought to himself as he took a few select
cards off the wall to call on later, “Hmm, realtor.
We have one of those. Insurance, we have one of
those, too. Nope, we have auto repair. Darn. Hey,
an electrician! We don’t have one of those. And a
handyman! We don’t have one of those either!”
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Arriving at his massage studio and realizing he still
had a good 20 minutes or so before his first client
would arrive, Brian decided to be bold and make a
call or two to introduce himself to the people he
took cards from using a conversation his Facilitator
had role played at the last team meeting.
Brian was a little nervous about making the call, as
he didn’t have a lot of sales experience. He hated
the idea of making cold calls. However, he realized
that being able to start a friendly, honest
conversation is paramount to anyone desiring to
develop a referral business.
He dialed the phone number of the handyman and
within a few rings; a professional-sounding voice
answered the phone. “Hello, this is Ron of Ron &
Son Handyman Services. How can I help you?”
“Hi Ron! I’m Brian, I’m a local massage therapist
here in Brightwell and I frequent Three Brothers
Coffee Shop several times throughout the week.
When I was there earlier this morning, I noticed
your business card was on display and I took one.
That’s how I got your information.” the body
worker explained.
The handyman replied, “That’s good to know.
Thank you. So, Brian, what can I do for you
today?”
Brian shyly went into the role play Tom had
coached them about, “Well, to be honest, the reason
I’m calling is because myself, and a group of about
15 other local Brightwell business owners have all
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been looking for a reliable, local handyman that we
can pass warmed-up referrals to. I’m not sure if you
are interested in growing your business, but this is a
great opportunity. As a matter of fact, we were just
talking about needing someone who offers your
services at our last meeting and then when I was at
the coffee shop, there was your business card right
in front of me on display. Talk about karma!”
The contractor replied, “As long as this isn’t related
to the local chapter of that international referral
passing group that I visited a couple years ago, I
might be interested in learning more.”
Brian responded, “Oh heavens, no! While our goal
of passing referrals is the same as theirs, we are
totally different in our approach. As a matter of fact,
our team is led by a professional Facilitator so
Members never have to be officers of the team.”
“That sounds pretty interesting.” Ron replied.
Brian wrapped up his phone call, “Ron, if the email
address on your card is still active, I would love to
email you a link to the website for the referral team
so you can learn more about us. My contact
information will be in the email. Is it ok if I email
this to you and follow up sometime before our next
meeting to see if you’d like to take advantage of a
complimentary visit?”
“Yes, that sounds good. I can’t commit to anything
right now but I know that I need to be marketing my
business all the time to keep busy with good
referrals. Thanks for calling, Brian. I look forward
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to getting your email and will check it out.” said the
general contractor before they exchanged goodbyes.
Brian quickly logged onto his computer and located
the folder online that his Facilitator told him about.
The folder contained pre-written emails that could
easily be customized to send prospective visitors.
He crafted his email to Ron, striking while the iron
was hot.
“Dear Ron,
Hi, it’s Brian, the massage therapist and body worker
who contacted you today about the opportunity to
visit my Facilitated referral team.
Our team meets on most Wednesday’s from 1p.m.2p.m. at the Lions Hall in Brightwell.

Please bring a

stack of 20 business cards when you visit, so everyone
can take one. You’re also welcome to bring flyers,
brochures or anything that promotes your business
that you may want the Members to have.
Here’s a link to our website for more information
about

our

professionally facilitated referral

team:

www.caerusnet.com. We have a lot of fun at the fastpaced, one-hour meetings and I have gotten some
great referrals myself since joining.
I will follow up with you by email or phone to confirm
your upcoming complimentary visit and to answer
any questions/concerns you may have.
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Thanks again for taking the time to talk with me
today and please know I always offer an unadvertised
10% discount to hard labor workers like yourself, as
my massage healing therapy can help provide muchneeded relief from the physical labor you do.
To your health,
Brian Greene
Brian’s Wellness & Body Working”

After sending the email, Brian quickly realized his
first client was running late. This was very unusual
for this particular client, who was always on time. A
concerned Brian picked up the phone to find out
what was going on; something he wouldn’t
routinely do, but this was unusual.
“Hi Katrina, it’s Brian. I’m noticing you haven’t
arrived at your massage appointment and I was
calling to check in on you. Is everything okay?”
Katrina responded in a stressed out tone, “Brian,
today’s been a rough day already. My van’s engine
light just came on again this morning and the
vehicle is now also starting to make a funky noise
under the hood. I noticed this just as I was preparing
to come see you, but I am concerned my van might
not make the drive. I don’t want to get stranded and
now I need to find someone to see what’s going on
with my minivan.”
Brian answered sympathetically, “Oh, no. Sorry to
hear that, Katrina! If you don’t mind, I would like to
recommend that you see Janice over at H&A Auto.
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The owner, Janice, is a friend of mine and I’m sure
she will take great care of both you and your
vehicle. They’re not too far from where you live.
Since I’m close by, if you’d like, I could follow in
my car behind you and you can leave your minivan
with H&A Auto to check out the problem. While
they’re figuring things out, you will still be able to
get your massage at my studio. After the massage, I
will drive you back to the repair shop. How does
this sound?” Katrina was agreeable to Brian’s very
generous offer.
While using his natural gift for helping people,
Brian was also able to keep his appointment and
help his client out in ways she might have never
have imagined. His ability to problem solve for
Katrina solidified his value as her favorite massage
therapist of all time. In addition to this success,
Brian was also able to introduce a client of his to
Janice in the form of a referral for auto repair. It
was truly a win-win-win scenario!
Later that same afternoon, referral team Member
and personal fitness guru, Carla Gunderson, was
attending a Chamber of Commerce ribbon cutting
ceremony for an established and growing legal firm
that recently added several new associates.
Carla enjoyed going to the Chamber’s ribbon
cutting events because she never knew whom she
might meet; with whom she could develop future
referral relationships. While she was at this ribbon
cutting, she made sure to introduce herself to
several of the new attorneys and she really hit it off
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with one in particular who agreed to visit her
referral team.
Carla also scanned the sign-in sheet of the ribbon
cutting attendees located at the reception desk and
noticed Matt Strom, CPA had signed in. Carla, out
of excitement said out loud, “I’ve been looking for a
good accountant, too!” The CPA overheard her and
within a minute, introduced himself to find out how
he could help. He also agreed to visit the group. It
was a productive ribbon cutting for Carla that day,
always driven to expand her personal referral
network.
Gino, the initial Member of the group and
commercial insurance agent knew the team was
looking for a photographer. He didn’t know any
himself, but that didn’t slow him down. He knew he
would likely have a personal referral for the
prospective photographer as his daughter needed
senior pictures taken soon. He made it his week’s
mission to deliberately ask every client he talked to
if they knew of a good one. After asking a few of
them, one provided a referral to Christina Peters, a
local photographer looking to grow her practice.
Gino called her and told her about how he was
referred to her and that his daughter needed photos
soon. He also extended the invitation to her to visit
the team, which she gladly accepted.
The Brightwell team Members were, in fact, now
starting to create business opportunities out of thin
air.
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CHAPTER 10
Growing by Referral
Over the past year that the team had been meeting,
Tom knew it was imperative that he help Members
understand how they could be much more to their
clients than what their clients were expecting. He
explained, “You’ll be more than just their (e.g.
attorney) by making great referrals to your clients to
other outstanding professionals on this team.
Making referrals to other local professionals is
critical when you are attempting to create future
referral partners - people who want to reciprocate
in turn, with their own referrals back to you.” Many
of the educational Toolbox topics Tom covered
were about this very approach.
Tom explained to the team about how to always
look for additional ways to help clients out. He
discussed ways to bring the other professionals
from the team into their transactions by using a
team approach.
Mike Barabas, the team’s document specialist who
sold office imaging equipment, took this strategy to
heart and at this week’s meeting, Tom asked Mike
to share a personal, real life referral success story of
how he sold a copier and made two great referrals to
Members of the referral team as well. It was a
referral that initially came from Steve Curley, the
team’s realtor. He referred Mike to Vincent Stevens
and his partner, Denise Charles, owners of a local
start-up, Brightwell Mortgage Explorers.
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Always interested in making a great impression by
arriving five minutes early, Mike offered a
handshake while introducing himself to the pair of
executive mortgage professionals. They were both
ready to start their appointment with Mike.
The young owners of the new mortgage company
allowed Mike to review the proposals Denise said
they had already received from two other office
equipment vendors. One of the proposals was
generated by a nationwide online seller of
equipment. The other proposal was from a
Michigan based company that sold products
statewide, but was not local to Brightwell.
Mike scanned the proposals and responded,
“Denise, Vincent, both of these estimates from my
competitors seem just fine. The prices are fine and
the equipment they recommend to you will likely
get the job done for your company.”
He continued speaking, while handing them each a
brochure and a purchase order for the copier Mike
was recommending. “The copier I am
recommending is comparable to the copiers you
were recommended by the other two companies
who quoted you. I don’t have anything bad to say
about either of the companies you are considering at
this time. They have been in business for years. As
a matter of fact, even our prices are comparable to
theirs. However, if you’d like, I can tell you why I
believe buying from me, and not the other two
companies, is the best decision you could make.”
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Vincent said, “Sure, Mike! Go ahead.” Mike started
his pitch: “You should buy from me because Steve
Curley, our well-loved local realtor, referred me to
you. Steve refers me to local businesses that need
office equipment because he knows me personally,
and has gotten rave reviews from those referrals that
purchased from me. Additionally, I’m imagining
that even though you just moved into this new
office and you’re opening your doors for business
now - you will eventually grow out of it. When you
do, just call me and my company will move your
copier to your new office and calibrate it for you so
it works perfectly, free of charge. That’s the type of
service you get when you buy from Mike Barabas.”
Vincent and Denise agreed with Mike and told him
the sale was his. Mike asked them to sign the
purchase order and they gave him a deposit check.
They shook hands to culminate the meeting and
then Mike addressed the pair, “Vincent, Denise, I’m
thinking that buying a copy machine wasn’t the
only item on your to-do list. Perhaps you have other
things you need to check off your to-do list; other
service providers to locate or maybe additional
products you may need? What else can I help you
with today?” offered Mike.
Denise said, “Wow Mike! You’re a copy guy and
we now have our copier. How else could you help
us?”
Mike responded, “I want to be more to you than you
might expect from a copy person. Remember, I was
referred to you by Steve Curley, and I in turn, refer
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my customers to Steve who need expert real estate
advice. I am also deeply connected in the business
community and am happy to refer you to other
businesses that pride themselves in providing the
same high level of service as I do.”
Vincent said, “Well, Mike, now that you mentioned
it, our computers are being delivered tomorrow but
they will need to be networked and have software
installed on them. Also, we need to order our
business cards, letterhead and stationary. Can you
help us with that?”
Smiling confidently, Mike reached into his leather
business satchel and pulled out a red business card
portfolio. This portfolio contained the business
cards of all the other Members of his referral team.
He opened up the portfolio and pulled out two
business cards, handing both to Vincent.
“When either of you are ready, you can reach out to
Joe over at Complete Computers and Luke at the
Singing Press. Joe will be happy to network your
computers and install the software. Be sure to tell
him Mike referred you. Also, go see Luke over at
Singing Press, located in downtown Brightwell. Tell
him Mike sent you. He will be happy to handle your
printing needs for your letterhead and business
cards. And, if either of you need anything else, my
business cards are in the presentation folder I left
for you with the copy equipment information. Don’t
hesitate to call me, as I love helping businesses with
great referrals. Call me anytime you need
anything.”
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Handshakes were exchanged once again and when
Mike left, both Vincent and Denise discussed how
polished Mike was and what a pleasantly surprising
help he turned out to be. Denise immediately called
Steve Curley, the realtor, thanking him for the
referral.
When Vincent reached out to both Joe and Luke,
each of them sang the praises of Mike Barabas, the
copy sales person, once they learned he was the
referring party. Both were eager to refer business to
Mike whenever they could, since he also helped
support their business with referrals. The young
mortgage professional instantly recognized how
important it was to be connected in the local
community - like Mike!
The Members were thrilled to hear this successful
story from Mike and discussed how important it
was to be the go-to person for other businesses in
the area. The story encouraged other Members of
the team to step up the value they were offering to
their customers by way of referral.
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CHAPTER 11
Referral Mindset
One of Tom’s most important goals was to help the
Members of the team learn how to refer to each
other and also to help them develop a Referral
Mindset. By accomplishing this, they could start
increasing the quality and number of referrals they
were getting from new customers, existing ones and
Members of the team.
With the team really flourishing and now meeting
for close to 18 months, Tom handed out a Toolbox
education that focused on the Top 3 Strategies for
Developing Referrals. Tom really felt this
information was the heart and soul of what referrals
are all about.
Tom began to discuss the Five Simple Strategies
For Developing Referrals
#1. Commit to developing a Referral Mindset.
If you’re trying to build a business or an
organization, the easiest sale you’ll ever make is to
a referral. The most successful professionals have
developed systems that allow them to stay on top of
what’s
important.
For
most
successful
professionals, referrals are the lifeblood of their
business. Why not then consider making a
commitment to strategically formulate new ways of
channeling referrals to your business? Rather than
hoping people might refer you as you’re working to
impress them, why not use the power of suggestion
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and focus a healthy part of verbal interactions with
your clients based on the notion of giving you
referrals and staying connected with you? Being a
center of influence to your clients keeps you in
front of them, even when they don’t have a personal
need for the product or service you represent. They
will also stay in touch with you when they need a
good referral to another professional. What if
developing a Referral Mindset meant a 20% - 50%
increase in the referrals you receive after
committing to using this process? Would that be
worth it? Here’s more food for thought:
Why are Referrals so Powerful?
• The reason referrals are so powerful is
because they come from a credible third-party
who touts the benefits of doing business with
you. People believe what a credible friend is
saying versus hearing a commercial from a
salesperson whose sole purpose is to make
money from you.
• Referrals are also valuable because most of
the time they are virtually free. How would
you like to receive the benefits of the most
compelling sales advertisement on earth for
absolutely nothing? You can, through
referrals.
• Research shows the importance of referrals.
Almost half of service businesses are chosen
by customers based on the recommendations
of others. Referrals are one of the two most
popular small-business marketing methods the other one is advertising.
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2. Commit to ALWAYS Use the Right Kind of
Referral Language.
Nobody cares more about your business than you
do! The difference between getting referrals and not
getting referrals doesn’t have to do as much with
the quality of your product or services as you may
think. It has everything to do with your ability to
use Referral Language with your clients, without
exception, 100% of the time.
Has someone ever asked you for a referral? Did it
go something like this: "Hey John, by chance would
you know someone who could benefit from my
services?" John starts to ponder and think about it
and eventually says, "Well, not off the top of my
head, but I'll keep thinking about it."
•

This is how the majority of all referral
questions are asked and unfortunately, you
might as well not ask the question. Rarely, if
ever, will you get a positive response. Why?
Because you didn't ask the question right.
"Know anyone who..." questions are far too
broad for people to think about.

Sales School 101: If you want the business, you
must be bold and ASK for it! What’s the #1 reason
you don’t ask? You don’t want to appear desperate
or pushy and turn off clients. So make your asks in
the form of suggestive phrases.
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Use Referral Language BEFORE, DURING
AND AFTER every client interaction. Always
remind your customers that referrals are the greatest
compliment they can pay. Remind them of how
important your work is and that you are eager to
help anyone they would refer facing the same issue.
Encourage clients to use you as a resource, as
someone who also loves to make good referrals to
other area professionals. You have to see where it is
that you can use this language and for the sake of
your business and referrals, commit to using welltimed one-liners until they feel authentic. Trust me,
when the cash register starts to ring with referrals that’s when you know your language is working.
Here’s how to ask for referrals from your clients
without seeming desperate or pushy during the three
most critical times you are engaged with them:
Critical Time #1: BEFORE the Transaction
Prospective client calls you to setup appointment,
etc. “Sure, I’d love to see if I can help you. Do you
mind telling me who referred you to me? All of my
customers come to me by way of referral and I want
to be sure I know who to thank and let them know
how much I appreciate their referral.”*
*Note: Be sure to thank the people who refer you
promptly! Always say something great about the
person who referred the prospective client to you.
Critical Time #2: DURING the Transaction
“I know I mentioned earlier that our practice grows
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by referral, and my goal is to do such a great job for
you, that you can’t help but want to refer me to
others,
as
well.”
“We are doing important work for you and my hope
and goal is that if we take great care of you and
deliver on our promises, you will want to share us
with the people you care most about, who may have
similar needs. That’s why I’m most referred.”
Critical Time #3: AFTER The Transaction
“As a referred client, it was an absolute pleasure to
take care of you. Is there anything else I can do for
you to be sure you are extremely satisfied? After all,
it’s our most satisfied clients who will refer our next
customers! I will be sure to treat all of your referrals
with the same kind of care as I did with you. Thank
you for being such an amazing client.”
3. Develop your network and present, present,
present.
Join organizations that allow you to consistently
present like the Chamber of Commerce or local
interest groups. Be in the public eye and mixing
with the people. This will make you recognizable
and approachable.
4. Develop a referral matrix by finding 3-4 of
each local profession to regularly make client
referrals to. Look to develop relationships locally
with 3-4 financial advisors, 3-4 CPAS, 3-4
remodelers, 3-4 insurance agents, etc. How do you
find these people? Ask your clients whom they use
and ask for permission to introduce yourself!
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Business Card Referral Tidbit:
When you’ve made the decision to grow by referral
and reputation, why not state it?:
“By Referral Only!” Does your business card have
referral language on it?
Email Signature Line Suggestion:
“Your referrals are most appreciated, celebrated,
and reciprocated.”

5. Thank your referral sources in a tangible way,
every time. Beyond a verbal thank-you, make sure
they know you appreciate it by making your thanks
tangible. Return the favor with a reciprocal referral.
Write a hand-written note. Send a small gift. Take
them to lunch or dinner. Introduce them to someone
you know they would like to meet. Extend the
“give-to-get” full circle to “give back.” One good
referral deserves another and another. Be both a
source and a recipient for a referral strategy that
really works.
The team was extremely excited to learn these short
and direct ways to developing referrals and gave
Tom positive feedback. Tom noticed the team had
been passing good referrals and that, while he lost
several Members since starting the team, they kept
marching on and were now at 29 Members. This
meeting featured three visitors competing for just
one spot to fill! Tom promised the team would be
full when they reached a team size of 30. Once full,
Tom would start creating a waiting list of Members
who want to join.
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CHAPTER 12
A Showcase Team
Almost two years after running his first meeting, the
connected business coach was excited to welcome
in a home health care company to the team. By
doing this, he could make the announcement that
they had achieved greatness, by working together
and building their team.
Gino surprisingly brought a cake to the meeting to
celebrate the fact that the team had achieved a great
goal of growing to 30 Members. Kevin Collins, the
computer virus removal specialist on the team,
stood up at the meeting to give a special testimonial
to Tom.
“Tom, we just wanted to let you know how much
we truly appreciate all of the care you have given us
and this team. When I first joined, I didn't know if
this would work for me or not, but I kept an open
mind. I have received so many good referrals and
have also been able to help so many of the people I
care about with good referrals, as well. I am so
happy with this team and where we are today, I
wanted to present you with this personal award,
called the Critical Mass Award. This is when you
have proven you have met your goals, your system
works and that your vision has met reality. There is
nothing stopping us or you, Tom. With a strong
community, we all work together and support each
other.”
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Tom accepted the award with cheers from the team.
After the meeting, they quickly gathered together
outside of the meeting location to have a team photo
taken to commemorate the achievement. Tom was
thrilled to capture this moment in time with a
picture he could always reflect on to remind him of
the passion, persistence and patience that was
needed
to
achieve
this
great
goal.

Later that afternoon, now back at his home office,
Tom saw an unrecognized local phone number
ringing in on his cell phone.
Tom answered, “Hello this is business coach, Tom
Johnston.”
The voice responded, “Hi Tom, my name is Bill
Hamp and I was referred to you by Janice Mazur.
She said you were just the person to help me get my
computer technology business on track. She said
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that you were the best and most resourceful
business coach in town.”
Tom answered without hesitation, “Thanks for
calling, Bill. Virtually all of my business comes by
way of referrals from my satisfied clients and my
local referral partners in Brightwell, like Janice. I
will be sure to reach out to her today and thank her
for referring you to me. Now, why don’t you tell me
what you need help with.”

Stay Connected.
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The GODS of

Opportunity
Enjoy the adventure of upstart business coach Tom Johnson, as he
starts the very first Facilitated referral passing team in the bustling
community of Brightwell, MI.
Learn from the new Facilitator and the Members of his team as they
work together to develop a Referral Mindset and Master the Art of
Referring.
This story is a parable but is based on true to life stories from Michigan
based Caerusnet. It is a must read for anyone who is considering joining
a referral networking group or facilitating one of their own.
The Caerusnet Facilitated Referral Team System was developed in 2008
by social entrepreneur, Steven Zyskowski, expressing his desire to help
small business professionals and passionate networkers form their own
referral passing teams that are both fun and profitable.

Caerusnet is a series of guiding principles
and proven strategies for growing referral
teams and helping the local business
community strengthen by referral. The
Facilitator and the Members are partners
in the success of their referral team.

www.caerusnet.com

$10.00 USD

